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How does the Drum Cafe work?
When you have an event, we bring to your venue, a team of facilitators, and an African drum for each
delegate. If there are 50 delegates, we bring 50 drums. If there are 2000 delegates, we bring 2000 drums.

Drum Cafe will ensure that every delegate will be part of the experience. Within minutes, our facilitators,
turns the group into a harmonious orchestra.
Our highly trained facilitators, through a tried and tested methodology, will teach your organization, that as
a group, if they can play to the same beat, and, if they can listen to each other, then as an organization
they can make music.
We combine entertainment and team building through the magic of music.
The entire event is between 40 & 90 minutes and is all conducted in the same room as the speeches or
presentations. An optimal presentation/performance workshop is 60 minutes.
Participants leave feeling invigorated, relaxed, energized and with a feeling of unity they will never
forget.
The Drum Cafe team arrives at your event with traditional African drums and a variety of percussive
instruments for each person.
Every delegate gets an African drum … from 10 to 6000 delegates. A team of master facilitators and
musicians, with the experience of over 10,000 events, turns the group into an orchestra. They entertain and
teach groups large or small, how to play to the same beat, how to listen to each other in order to make music
as a group..
We alternate performance drumming with the interactive event to create a magical event where the audience
themselves are the orchestra.

Participants leave feeling invigorated, relaxed energized and with an experience of unity they will never
forget.
Team building or entertaining to the sound of several hundred drums is simply more powerful and more
energizing than one alone. The Drum Café creates both a sense of community in a workplace and reinforces
the idea that working together towards a common goal is essential for sound and success. By adding the Drum
Cafe as entertainment to your conference, team building event, celebration, product launch, training program,
etc. you will be guaranteed of an event to remember.

When do you use the Drum Café?
There are a number of very good times to hold a Drum Cafe event.
It all depends on what you are trying to achieve.





Beginning
Midway
End
Gala
Beginning of the event :
The Drum Cafe is a very powerful tool that can be used to bring people together for the very first time.
It is also a very good time to implement the message or the tone of the conference through the interactive
workings of the Drum Cafe.
Partway through the event as a team building or break out session :
The Drum Cafe is a very powerful tool that can be used to re energize people after a very intense work
session.
Companies spend thousands of dollars organizing, local, national and international conferences. These
arrangements can include:
- Travel
- Accommodation
- Meals
- Entertainment
- Lecturers
- Keynote speakers
After spending such large amounts of money, it is imperative to companies to ensure that they are both
delivering and getting the most out of their candidates as much of the time as possible.
As some work sessions can very intense and some times laborious, it is essential that the organizers,
strategically program unique and effective break out or team building sessions into the agenda in order to
re-energize candidates.
Closing the event :
The Drum Cafe is a very powerful tool that can be used to leave candidates with a lasting memory of the
event.

How long can your event be?
The Drum Cafe interactive event is designed to fit into your conference, meeting or event, what ever that may
be. The Drum Cafe event lasts between 45 and 90 minutes, depending on your needs.
The optimum recommended time for a Drum Cafe event is 60 minutes.
If necessary, although not recommended, the Drum Cafe can tailor your program to be:
- Anywhere from 10 minutes.
- Broken up into a variety of sessions through out the day.
- Broken up into a variety of sessions through out a conference.

Where Can you hold a Drum Cafe event?
The Drum Cafe interactive event is designed to be held where ever you are holding your event.
Your choice of venues can be unlimited. We leave it up to your imagination, providing you have sufficient
seating, lighting, audio and protection from the extreme weather elements.
The Drum Cafe can perform anywhere.

- Indoors
- Out doors
- In the bush
- On the top of a cliff
- At the bottom of a valley.
- On a harbor cruise.
- In a planetarium
- In an auditorium
- On the sundeck.
- Conference facility
- Hotel
- Hotel swimming pool.
- Under the stars
- Around a campfire
- In a tent
- In a home
What kind of groups is it good for ?
From 5 years old to 95 years old.
The Drum Cafe interactive event is designed break down barriers both vertically and laterally, across racial,
age and gender barriers with in organizations.
Believe it or not, the Drum Cafe works for every group, large or small, conservative or extravagant, technical or
creative.
The drum is the most primordial of all the instruments. We spend the first 9 months of our lives, 6 inches from
our mothers heart. The drum is in all of us. The beat is in all of us.
We have never had a group that did not enjoy what we did.
We have never had a group that did not benefit from what we did.
We have never had a customer that got what they expected.
They always got more...........

What happens?
Each participant receives a drum and our facilitator skillfully conducts the group so that within minutes they are
drumming together in perfect harmony. Everything is tied to the bass beat- like the company vision, it is what
holds everything together. Each individual brings their unique rhythm that make up the magic of the music.
Barriers of age, culture and gender and language disappear as we listen to each other-making music together
creates a sense of identity and belonging. Participants leave feeling invigorated, motivated and fully prepared
to engage in the tasks ahead.
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To book The DRUM CAFÉ for your next corporate event contact K&M Productions – Authorized
Representatives - (905) 831- 0404 – www.kmprod.com/drum-cafe | events@kmprod.com
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